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Abstract
Abstract

This
paper describes
describes current
current work
work on
on aa cooperative
cooperative
This paper
tele-assistance
tele-assistance system
system for
for semi-autonomous
semi-autonomous robots.
robots.
This system
combines
aa robot
robot
architecture
for
This
system combines
architecture
for limlimited autonomous
control with
motor control
with
ited
autonomous perceptual
perceptual and
and motor
operator assistant
assistant which
which provides
aa knowledge-based
knowledge-based
operator
provides
strategic
selection
and enhancement
enhancement of
data.
strategic
selection
and
of relevant
relevant
data.
The design
with a
The
design of
of the
the system
system is presented,
presented, together
together with
number
connumber of
of exception-handling
exception-handling scenarios
scenarios that
that were
were constructed
as a result
of experiments
experiments with
wit.h act.ual
sensor
structed
as
result of
actual sensor
data
two mobile
mobile robots.
data collected
collected from
from two
robots.
Introduction
Introduction
Traditional
telerobotics
research focuses
Traditional telerobotics
research
focuses on
on the
the sepseparate
of the
arate contributions
contributions of
the human,
human, computer
computer and
and robot
robot
in
particular
task.
in the
the performance
performance of
of a particular
task. Historically
Historically
aa single
human
at
single human
at a local
local system
system isis dedicated
dedicated to
to opoperating a single
single remote
remote robot.
robot. However,
However, continuous
erating..a
continuous
supervmlon
impractical
for
where
supervision may
may be
be impractical
for applications
applications where
the
bandwidth
acts
acts as
as aa bottleneck,
bottleneck,
the communication
communication bandwidth
and/or
transmission time
time delays
make remote
highand/or
transmission
delays make
remote highdexterity
control difficult
difficult or
or impossible.
impossible. Further,
Further, the
dexterity
control
the
operator may
not be
be reliable
reliable due
fatigue, while
operator
may not
due to
to fatigue,
while
increased environmental
environmental complexity,
use of
increased
complexity,
use
of multiple
multiple
sensing modalities,
modalities, or
addition of
of more
more robots
robots all
all
sensing
or the
the addition
may
to the
overload of
of the
the opermay contribute
contribute
to
the cognitive
cognitive
overload
operator.
ator.
One
approach
to
One approach
to these
these problems
problems isis to
to increase
increase
robotic
autonomy
through
the
robotic
autonomy
through
the addition
addition of
of intelligent
intelligent
capabilities.
schemes,
such as
capabilities. Control
Control schemes,
such
as shared
shared control
control
and
and supervisory
supervisory control,
control, reduce
reduce both
both the
the amount
amount of
of
communication between
between local
local and
remote, and
and the
the decommunication
and remote,
demands on
on the
the operator
operator by
by increasing
increasing the
the autonomy
autonomy of
of
mands
the remote.
remote. However,
there isis still
for human
human
the
However, there
still aa need
need for
problem-solving capabilities,
capabilities, particularly
particularly to
to configure
problem-solving
configure
the
for new
tasks and
to respond
the remote
remote for
new tasks
and to
respond to
to unanticunanticipated
commuthe teleoperations
teleoperations commuipated situations.
situations. Thus
Thus the
nity is becoming
becoming increasingly
increasingly interested
interested in
computnity
in computerized
both for
the effective
filtering
and
erized assistance,
assistance, both
for the
effective filtering
and
pertinent information
infOl:mation or
or data,
data, and
also for
for
display
display of
of pertinent
and also
the decision-making
task itself.
itself.
the
decision-making task
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The purpose
purpose of
of this
this paper
paper isis to
to describe
describe current
current
The
work on
on aa cooperative
cooperative tele-assistance
system
which
work
tele-assistance
system
which
combines the
autonomous
perceptual
and
motor conconcombines
the autonomous
perceptual
and motor
the Sensor
Sensor Fusion
Effects (SFX)
(SFX) artrol
abilities of
trol abilities
of the
Fusion Effects
ar[4] with
with the
the intelligent
operator
assistance
chitecture
chitecture
intelligent
operator
assistance
provided by
by the
Interaction Assistance
Assistance (VIA)
provided
the Visual
Visual Interaction
(VIA)
system [5].
[5]. In
In this
this approach,
approach, the
the remote
remote system
consystem
system consists
sufficient
computerized
intellisists of
of aa robot
robot with
with sufficient
computerized
intelligence
to function
autonomously under
particular set
gence to
function autonomously
under aa particular
set
of conditions,
conditions,
while
f;,,,_
of
while the
t.he lnrM
local _wt.ern
system i_
is _a _,_.....
cooperative
decision-making unit
unit that
that combines
combines both
both human
and
decision-making
human and
machine
computerized
aspect of
each
machine intelligence.
intelligence. The
The computerized
aspect
of each
system enables
communication
to take
system
enables communication
to
take place
place in
in aa comcommon
language.
mon mode,
mode, and
and in
in aa common
common language.
The paper
overview
of
The
paper presents
presents an
an overview
of the
the design
design of
of
the
itself, and
discusses
aa number
of exexthe system
system itself,
and then
then discusses
number of
periments and
and scenarios
scenarios using
using data
from two
mobile
periments
data from
two mobile
robots.
The scenarios
scenarios
demonstrate
demonstrate how
how the
the local
local teletelerobots. The
VIA
system would
an operator
to respond
VIA system
would assist
assist an
operator to
respond to
to a
sensing
which could
not be
be resolved
resolved by
by the
sensing problem
problem
which
could not
the
exception
handling mechanism
of the
the remote
remote robot.
robot.
exception
handling
mechanism
of

Background
and Related
Related Work
Background
and
Work
Coiffet and
Gravez [2] suggest
suggest that
that "instead
of
Coiffet
and Gravez
"instead
of
searching for
for an
an overall
overall model
including complex
searching
model including
complex conconcepts as
as human
human behavior
it is
is more
more profitable
to
concepts
behavior, I it
profitable
to consider the
the computer
role
performing assistance
assistance funcfuncsider
computer
role as
as performing
tions
go on
describe
three sittions to
to humans".
humans". They
They go
on to
to describe
three
situations
computer
and
uations in
in which
which conceivably
conceivably computer
and human
human
can
the differences
can collaborate,
collaborate, and
and compare
compare the
differences between
between
telepresence,
system-oriented
assistance
centered
telepresence, "a
"a system-oriented
assistance
centered
on
teleassistance,
which
on machine
machine transparency",
transparency", and
and teleassistance,
which
refers
They state,
refers to
to "task-oriented
"task-oriented assistance".
assistance". They
state, furfurther, that:
ther,
that:
Increasing
the
therefore
Increasing
the capabilities,
capabilities, and
and therefore
the
of aa teleoperation
system
the complexity,
complexity, of
teleoperation system
soon
cognitive
overload
for
soon results
results in
in aa cognitive
overload
for the
the
human
operator.
The
of a cooperative
human operator.
The design
design of
cooperative
system should
should thus
introduce strategic
assissystem
thus introduce
strategic
assistance
facilitate
on-line
that facilitate
on-line symbolic
symbolic
tance forms
forms that

control. Generally
Generally speaking,
for
control.
speaking,the
the basis
basisfor
such
assistance is
is the
the selection
and
processsuchassistance
selection
a
ndprocessing of relevant
(sensor outputsandexoutputs and exingof
relevantdata
data(sensor
ecution reports)andthefilteringofoperator
reports) and the filtering of operator
ecution
commands.
This is
is reflected
reflected in
in aa high-level
high-level
commands.
This
structural d
dialogue
task-oriented
structural
ialogueembodying
embodying
task-oriented
diagnosis
andproposing
ertinentsolutions.
solutions.
and proposing p
pertinent
diagnosis
At the
symboliclevel,
level,the
contrithe symbolic
the computer
computer contributionis
deduced
fromanunderstanding
bution
is deduced
from
an understanding of
theworkat
intended
ttooenhance
the
work at hand,andis
hand, and is intended
enhance
the
human operator's decision-making
prothe humanoperator's
decision-making
process
andto
cess and
to improve
improve on-linehuman-machine
on-line human-machine
communication.
communication.

Theworkpresented
in the
theremainder
The
work presented in
remainder ofthispaper
of this paper iissin
in
keeping with
the philosophy
philosophy behind
these comments,
keeping
with the
behindthesecomments,
anddemonstrates
howsuch
systemmay
and demonstrates how
such a
a cooperative
cooperative system
may
be designed and
implemented.
bedesigned
andimplemented.
Approach
Approach
In
remote
and
unexplored
environments
where
In remote
and unexplored
environments
where
unanticipated
are likely
likely to
occur, it
it is
unanticipated events
events are
to occur,
is imporimportant
that the
be able
tant that
the robot
robot be
able to
to handle
handle aa number
number of
of sitsituations
autonomously
and in
in real-time.
real-time. In
event
uations
autonomously
and
In the
the event
of
an unresolved
unresolved
problem,
robot
of an
problem, however,
however, the
the remote
remote robot
must have
human operator
operator
for
assismust
have recourse
recourse to
to aa local
local human
for assistance.
However, in
for the
the operator
to perform
tance.
However,
in order
order for
operator to
perform
diagnosis
effectively,
the
data from
the robot
robot must
must be
diagnosis
effectively,
the data
from the
be
appropriately
selected
and
presented.
Once the
and presented.
Once
the probprobappropriately selected
lem has
been determined,
the operator
be
lem
has been
determined, the
operator should
should then
then be
able to
the robot
robot so
the autonomous
autonomous
able
to re-configure
re-configure
the
so that
that the
processes
may
once again
again take
take over.
over. An
An important
important
processes
may once
consequence of
of this
this approach
approach is
is now
now conceivconceivconsequence
is that
that itit is
able for
for the
the operator
to supervise
more than
than one
able
operator
to
supervise
more
one robot
robot
simultaneously, and
furthermore, to
to request
request data
data from
simultaneously,
and furthermore,
from
other robots
working with
with the
the one
other
robots working
one in
in trouble.
trouble.
To achieve
this goal
goal of
cooperative tele-assistance,
tele-assistance,
To
achieve this
of cooperative
two major
systems have
have been
been joined
joined together
together
two
major software
software systems
and
appropriately
for
this application
doand modified
modified
appropriately
for this
application
domain.
The first
first is
the Sensor
Sensor Fusion
Effects (SFX)
main.
The
is the
Fusion Effects
(SFX)
architecture
[4], which
state-based
sensor fufuarchitecture
[4],
which utilizes
utilizes state-based
sensor
sion
support
the motor
an autonomous
sion to
to support
the
motor behavior
behavior of
of an
autonomous
robot.
If a state
state failure
failure occurs,
suspended
robot.
If
occurs, fusion
fusion is suspended
and
to an
exception-handling
mechand control
control is passed
passed to
an exception-handling
mechanism, which
which attempts
attempts to
to identify
identify the
the problem
and
anism,
problem
and
either repair
repair
or replace
sensing
plan.
The secseceither
or
replace the
the sensing
plan. The
ond
(Visual Interaction
Interaction Assistant),
Assistant),
ond system,
system, called
called VIA
VIA (Visual
is designed
to cooperatively
assist human
perception
is
designed
to
cooperatively
assist
human perception
and problem-solving
problem-solving in
visual reasoning
reasoning
and
in a diagnostic
diagnostic
visual
is a blackboard-style
blackboard-style system
which utilizes
task. VIA
task.
VIA is
system which
utilizes
knowledge-based
to focus
focus the
the user's
user's attenattenknowledge-based techniques
techniques to
tion on
parts of
the image,
image, automatically
ention
on relevant
relevant
parts
of the
automatically
enhancing the
the image
image according
to the
the needs
of the
the user's
hancing
according
to
needs of
user's
problem-solving process.
process. It
manages diagnosdiagnosproblem-solving
It further
further
manages
tic
hypotheses, maintaining
beliefs according
to curtic hypotheses,
maintaining
beliefs
according
to
current
to converge
converge opporopporrent evidence,
evidence, and
and assists
assists the
the user
user to
tunistically
on a solution
solution
where
tunistically
on
where possible.
possible.
The
of
linking the
system with
with the
the
The advantage
advantage
of linking
the SFX
SFX system
VIA paradigm
paradigm
is that
SFX, the
althat under
under SFX,
the robot
robot has
has alVIA
is
ready attempted
of trouble-shooting
trouble-shooting
ready
attempted aa certain
certain amount
amount of
itself.
Thus information
about what
what has
tried,
itself. Thus
information about
has been
been tried,
the
conclusions,
and
the robot's
robot's own
own conclusions,
and the
the relevant
relevant sensor
sensor
images
proimages can
can all
all contribute
contribute to
to the
the decision-making
decision-making pro-

cess of
the local
local operator.
In order
to achieve
cess
of the
operator.
In
order to
achieve this,
this,
the teleSFX
teleSFX system
exception
the
system includes
includes an
an interactive
interactive
exception
handling component,
which allows
the robot
robot to
to call
call the
handling
component,
which
allows the
the
the event
exception
operator
for help
in the
operator
for
help in
event that
that its
its own
own exception
handling capabilities
could
not resolve
resolve the
problem.
handling
capabilities
could not
the problem.
The central
communication
mechanism
between
The
central communication
mechanism between
the remote
and local
local intelligent
intelligent systems
systems isis the
the blackblackthe
remote and
The advantage
of this
this architecture
is
board structure.
structure. The
board
advantage
of
architecture
is
that itit allows
allows asynchronous
communication between
that
asynchronous
communication
between aa
number
of independent
independent knowledge
knowledge sources.
sources. In
gennumber of
In the
the general
user is
to be
be a knowlknowleral VIA
VIA system,
system, the
the user
is considered
considered to
edge
source as
as well,
well, cooperating
with the
the knowledgeedge source
cooperating
with
knowledgebased system
system in
the search
search for
for aa solution
solution
(or
partial
based
in the
(or partial
solution).
In the
the case
of the
the tele-assistance
system
solution).
In
case of
tele-assistance
system
is also
(teleVIA), the
remote robotic
robotic system
system is
(teleVIA),
the remote
also incorpoincorporated as
as aa knowledge
source, thus
thus allowing
allowing the
three
rated
knowledge
source,
the three
entities,
robot, teleVIA
system, and
and human
human operator,
entities, robot,
teleVIA system,
operator,
to
to the
solution of
to make
make contributions
contributions to
the solution
of the
the problem
problem in
in
aa cooperative
manner.
This
cooperative manner.
This is
is especially
especially important
important in
in
cases
where the
solution set
not initially
initially
tractable,
cases where
the solution
set isis not
tractable,
and more
information
must be
be acquired
in order
order to
and
more information
must
acquired in
to
quickly
the
list of
of diagnostic
diagnostic hypotheses,
hypotheses, so
so
quickly constrain
constrain
the list
that
An overview
of
that a repair
repair plan
plan may
may be
be constructed.
constructed.
An
overview of
the
entire system
system isis shown
in Figure
and further
dethe entire
shown in
Figure 1, and
further details
are provided
provided in
subsections. In
In this
this
tails are
in the
the following
following subsections.
diagram,
it can
how the
the interactive
interactive configuconfigudiagram,
it
can be
be seen
seen how
ration
interactive exception
handling
components
ration and
and interactive
exception
handling
components
of the
architecture
are
merged
with
inof
the teleSFX
teleSFX architecture
are merged
with the
the intelligent assistance
provided
by teleVIA,
teleVIA,
through
the
telligent
assistance provided
by
through
the
panels of
of the
blackboard. The
The emphasis
in
this paper
paper
panels
the blackboard.
emphasis
in this
the interactive
exception
handling
aspects of
of this
this
is on
on the
interactive exception
handling
aspects
design.
design.
TeleSFX
TeleSFX

In [3},
the teleSFX
teleSFX control
control scheme
was introduced,
In
[3], the
scheme was
introduced,
emphasIzing the
intelligent exception
handling
mechemphasming
the intelligent
exception
handling
mechanism
Unlike configuration,
configuration, exception
anism at
at the
the remote.
remote.
Unlike
exception
handling must
be done
done in
in real-time
(for example,
a
handling
must be
real-time
(for
example,
robot
be moving
moving when
when aa sensor
sensor malfunctions).
malfunctions).
robot may
may be
As shown
shown in
[1], autonomous
is
As
in [1],
autonomous exception
exception handling
handling IS
difficult because
because it
it involves
involves domain
domain and
and hardware
spedifficult
hardware specific
which may
may not
always be
cific information
information which
not always
be available
available or
or
correct.
correct.
TeleSFX
uses aa three
for exception
TeleSFX
uses
three part
part strategy
strategy for
exception
handling:
detection, classification,
classification, and
and recovery.
The
handling:
detection,
recovery.
The
first step,
determines
that aa "sensing
failfirst
step, detection,
detection, determines
that
"sensing failure"
Sensing failures
are any
any anomaanomaure" has
has occurred.
occurred. Sensing
failures are
lous
that have
been previously
lous or
or suspect
suspect conditions
conditions that
have been
previously
defined by
knowledge
engineer.
defined
by the
the knowledge
engineer. Sensor
Sensor malfuncmalfunctions
of failure. Most
tions are
are one
one type
type offailure.
Most sensor
sensor malfunctions
malfunctions
manifest themselves
themselves via
explicit hardware
hardware errors
commanifest
via explicit
errors communicated
to
process
(e.g., bus
errors,
municated
to the
the controlling
controlling
process (e.g.,
bus errors,
be straightforward
frame grabber
errors) and
tend to
frame
grabber errors)
and tend
to be
straightforward
to
classify and
recover from
from (e.g.,
(e.g., reset
the system,
to classify
and recover
reset the
system,
request
Another class
class of
of sensing
request aa retry).
retry).
Another
sensing failures
failures is
due to
changes in
in the
the sensing
environdue
to unanticipated
unanticipated changes
sensing environment which
one or
ment
which degrade
degrade the
the performance
performance of
of one
or more
more
sensors (e.g.,
(e.g., the
the lights
off). The
The third
and
sensors
lights are
are turned
turned off).
third and
final
class of
from errant
final class
of failures
failures stem
stem from
errant expectations,
expectations,
where
interpreting
the
observations
acwhere the
the robot
robot isis interpreting
the observations
according
model.
If
some reason
reason the
the robot
has
cording to
to a model.
If for
for some
robot has
selected
the wrong
(e.g., for
selected the
the wrong
wrong model
model at
at the
wrong time
time (e.g.,
for
mechanical
reasons,
the
robot did
not rotate
fully to
mechanical reasons,
the robot
did not
rotate fully
to
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Figure
Cooperative Tele-Assistance
System
Figure 1: Cooperative
Tele-Assistance
System Design.
Design.
the intended
intended viewpoint),
viewpoint), the
the sensor
sensor observations
observations are
the
are
unlikely to
agree.
unlikely
to agree.
Failures
in
difficult
to
Failures
in the
the latter
latter two
two classes
classes are
are difficult
to
detect
are operating
"correctly"
detect because
because the
the sensors
sensors are
operating "correctly"
but their
their data
data can
longer be
interpreted withwithbut
can no
no longer
be interpreted
out accounting
accounting for
the changed
context. Therefore
out
for the
changed
context.
Therefore
teleSFX
sensitive to
evidence
teleSFX is sensitive
to inconsistencies
inconsistencies in
in the
the evidence
contributed
by different
different sensors
sensors for
for a particular
particular task.
task.
contributed
by
The
engineer defines
failure conThe knowledge
knowledge
engineer
defines a
a set
set of
of failure
conditions representing
representing
these
inconsistencies
for
parditions
these inconsistencies
for the
the particular implementation.
Each
perceptual process
process may
ticular
implementation.
Each perceptual
may
have
different set
set of
of thresholds
thresholds
for those
those failure
have aa different
for
failure conconthe unique
interactions between
between sensors.
ditions,
given the
ditions, given
unique interactions
sensors.
The
classification step
has the
the remote
to
The classification
step has
remote attempt
attempt
to
autonomously
identify
failure, and
and adapt
the
autonomously
identify a sensing
sensing failure,
adapt the
sensing
This involves
genersensing configuration.
configuration.
This
involves hypothesis
hypothesis
generand
heuristics
at
the remote
ation,
ation, testing
testing
and response
response
heuristics
at the
remote
site, and
and several
several experiments
experiments
have
described
in
site,
have been
been described
in
[1] which
this
However,
the
which demonstrate
demonstrate
this capability.
capability.
However,
the
success
classification step
on the
exsuccess of
of the
the classification
step depends
depends
on
the expert
understanding of
of the
the domain
domain and
and the
sensors.
pert understanding
the sensors.
This domain-dependence
domain-dependence
means
classification
by
This
means that
that classification
by
the remote
remote is brittle
brittle and
and will
will not
not always
always be
be successful.
successful.
the
Therefore,
if
Therefore,
if the
the remote
remote system
system cannot
cannot resolve
resolve the
the difdifhelp to
to the
ficulty,
must
ficulty, teleSFX
teleSFX
must post
post the
the request
request for
for help
the
blackboard,
together
with immediately
relevant
blackboard,
together
with
immediately
relevant data
data
such as current
current
sensor data
data and
and a log
log of
of the
the remote's
remote's
such
sensor
hypothesis
analysis.
This
the teleVIA
hypothesis
analysis.
This signals
signals the
teleVIA system
system
to
its
sources
to request
request
to activate
activate
its knowledge
knowledge
sources in
in order
order to
and
data, as well
well as
perform further
and present
present further
further data,
as to
to perform
further

5O2
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hypothesis
analysis.
hypothesis
analysis.
the control
control system
system for
Figure 2 shows
shows the
Figure
the details
details of
of the
for
the
The local
local operator
prithe remote
remote site.
site. The
operator is involved
involved primarily
configuration,
and general
general monimarily in
in interactive
interactive configuration,
and
monitoring,
until the
the interactive
exception
handling
is trigtoring, until
interactive exception
handling is
triggered by
point, teleVIA
the remote
remote system.
system. At
At that
that point,
teleVIA
gered
by the
takes
over from
until the
takes over
from teleSFX
teleSFX until
the repair
repair is
is communicommunicated.
cated.
Blackboard
Blackboard
The Blackboard
Blackboard
where the
The
is where
the evolutionary
evolutionary results
results
of
the problem-solving
problem-solving effort
are captured.
The
of the
effort are
captured.
The origoriginal logical
logical partitioning
of
the blackboard
blackboard was
based
inal
partitioning
of the
was based
on components
components
of aa cognitive
cognitive
model of
of visual
interon
of
model
visual interaction
in
was designed
action described
described
in [5], and
and was
designed to
to facilitate
facilitate
transfer of
of information
information
between human
human perception
perception
and
transfer
between
and
problem-solving
during a visual
task. In
the
problem-solving
during
visual reasoning
reasoning task.
In the
domain of
of tele-assistance,
tele-assistance,
it is
with one
one exexdomain
it
is seen
seen that,
that, with
ception,
the
or
panels may
ception,
the same
same logical
logical partitions
partitions
or panels
may be
be
used. The
The additional
additional
information
which is
is contributed
used.
information which
contributed
by the
system is accommodated
by
the remote
remote robotic
robotic system
accommodated in
in the
the
subpanels
as shown
subpanels
shown in
in Figure
Figure 3.
Context
Panel
Context
Panel
In the
the general
general VIA
VIA design,
design, this
this area
area contains
contains informainformaIn
tion that
that is known
known about
about the
the overall
overall problem
problem context.
context.
tion
In the
the teleVIA
teleVIA
mode, the
the Context
Context
Panel is used
used to
In
mode,
Panel
to
monitor
the
current
activities.
It
monitor
the robot's
robot's (or
(or robots')
robots')
current
activities.
It
divided conceptually
into three
three subpanels:
subpanels:
is divided
conceptually into
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1.
Interactive Configuration
Configuration allows
1. Interactive
allows the
the local
local operaoperator
to select
select appropriate
appropriate sensors,
and to
to commutor to
sensors, and
commuthe robot.
robot.
nicate sensing
sensing and
backup plans
plans to
nicate
and backup
to the
2. Interactive
Interactive Exception
Exception Handling
receives the
the sigsig2.
Handling
receives
nal for
for help
when autonomous
exception
handling
nal
help when
autonomous
exception
handling
fails. The
posts the
the
fails.
The remote
remote system
system immediately
immediately
posts
type of
of failure,
failure, currently
active sensors,
and
type
currently
active
sensors,
and the
the
belief
the lolobelief table
table for
for those
those sensors.
sensors. This
This tells
tells the
operator what
what the
the perceptual
perceptual status
of
the
cal
cal operator
status
of the
robot is
is at
at the
the time
time of
and provides
provides iniinirobot
of failure,
failure, and
tial information
information for
to begin
begin formulating
formulating
tial
for teleVIA
teleVIA to
hypotheses, and
and requesting
further
information.
hypotheses,
requesting
further information.
3. Current
Context
is
a
panel
which
is
Current Context
a panel which is active
active during
during
both
interactive configuration
and interactive
exboth interactive
configuration
and
interactive
exIt
information about
about
ception
handling.
ception
handling.
It contains
contains
information
the
underway, the
known environmental
facthe task
task underway,
the known
environmental
facand conditions,
which
are active
and
tors
tors and
conditions,
which sensors
sensors are
active and
working,
and intermittent
video images
the
working,
and
intermittent
video
images from
from the
the operator's
knowledge of
of the
robot
robot reinforcing
reinforcing
the
operator's
knowledge
the
context within
robot is currently
currently funcfunccontext
within which
which the
the robot
tioning.
tioning.
In
the initial
initial design
design of
the overall
overall Context
In the
of teleVIA,
teleVIA, the
Context
Panel is
is used
used simply
simply as
tool for
Panel
as an
an informational
informational
tool
for monmonitoring the
itoring
the robot.
robot.

Hypothesis
Panel
Hypothesis
Panel
This
contains
the
hypotheses
that conconThis panel
panel contains
the current
current hypotheses
that
stitute the
the partial
partial (or
complete) solutions
solutions that
that are
are
stitute
(or complete)
evolving
of the
activity.
evolving as
as aa result
result of
the problem-solving
problem-solving activity.
It isis divided
into t\VO
It
divided into
two subpanels:
subpanels:

1. Robot
Robot Hypotheses
contains the
the hypotheses
hypotheses generHypotheses
contains
generated
ated by
by the
the teleSFX
teleSFX system
system at
at the
the remote
remote site,
site,
and
diagnostic
and problem-solving
and reflects
reflects the
the diagnostic
and
problem-solving
activities
carried out
excepactivities carried
out autonomously
autonomously by
by the
the exception handling
the robot.
robot.
tion
handling mechanism
mechanism of
of the
2. Tele
Tete VIA
VIA Hypotheses
Hypotheses contains
contains the
hypotheses gengen2.
the hypotheses
erated
knowledge sources
sources ofteleVIA,
ofteleVIA, based
based
erated by
by the
the knowledge
on the
posted by
by the
the remote
remote system
system
on
the information
information posted
in
combination
with
more extensive
extensive knowledge
knowledge rein combination
with more
retrieved
from the
the teleVIA
knowledge
base.
trieved from
teleVIA knowledge
base.
Attention
Panel
Attention
Panel

This panel
panel is the
the locus
the visual
visual focus-of-attention
focus-of-attention
This
locus of
of the
mechanism. ItIt isis also
also partitioned
into two
mechanism.
partitioned
into
two parts:
parts:
1. Attention
Attention Directives
Directives are
are issued
by the
the teleVIA
teleVIA
issued by
system
order to
persystem in
in order
to assist
assist the
the local
local operator's
operator's
perception of
accomplish
this, teleof relevant
relevant data.
data. To
To accomplish
this,
teleception
VIA
request particular
particular images
images to
transVIA may
may request
to be
be transmitted
by
robot.
In this
mitted
by the
the robot.
In
this way,
way, delays
delays due
due
to
of unnecessary
unnecessary and/or
and/or extraneous
extraneous
to transmission
transmission
of
data
may be
since the
data may
be avoided.
avoided. Furthermore,
Furthermore, since
the imimages
selected by
by teleVIA's
ages are
are selected
teleVIA's knowledge
knowledge sources
sources
according
to the
the current
current problem,
according to
problem, they
they are
are more
more
likely
pertinent
and
useful. The
directives
likely to
to be
be pertinent
and useful.
The directives
issued
are then
then aimed
aimed at
at guiding
guiding
issued to
to the
the operator
operator are
him/her to
look at
at particular
particular aspects
him/her
to look
aspects of
of the
the data
data
provided by
by the
the remote
system.
provided
remote system.
,
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the Attention
Attention
Panel consists
2. The
The second
second area
area of
of the
Panel
consists
of
or more
more images,
images, obtained
obtained
from the
of one
one or
from
the robot
robot
by the
the teleVIA
system. Depending
Depending on
the sensenby
teleVIA system.
on the
sory modality
modality of
of the
the displayed
images and/or
data
sory
displayed images
and/or
data
(e.g.,
vs. infra-red
infra-red vs.
vs. ultrasonics),
ultrasonics), teletele(e.g., video
video vs.
VIA will
also automatically
execute
appropriate
VIA
will also
automatically execute
appropriate
image
enhancements designed
to facilitate
the
image enhancements
designed to
facilitate
the opopof the
feature(s) in
in question.
erator's
perception of
erator's
perception
the feature(s)
question.
In this
this manner,
manner,
the superior
perceptual
capabilIn
the
superior perceptual
capabilities
of the
the human
human operator
can
be exploited
in
ities of
operator
can be
exploited
in
diagnose the
the problem
problem more
more quickly.
order
order to
to diagnose
quickly.
.

TeleVIA
TeleVIA
In
Figure 4 are
of the
the coIn Figure
are shown
shown the
the components
components of
cooperative
system which
which assists
assists the
the human
human supervisory
operative system
supervisory
activities
at the
site. TeleVIA
TeleVIA contains
main
at
the local
local site.
contains four
four main
activities
control modules:
Hypothesis
Manager,
Strategy
Seleccontrol
modules: Hypothesis
Manager,
Strategy Selector, Attention
Director and
and User
together
tor,
Attention
Director
User Interface,
Interface,
together
with
knowledge
base which
as the
repository
the repository
with aa knowledge
base
which serves
serves as
of
long-term
information
in the
Hypothof long-term
information in
the system.
system. The
The Hypothesis
through
the acesis Manager
Manager impacts
impacts the
the blackboard
blackboard through
the
activities
knowledge
sources.
The
tivities of
of hypothesis-related
hypothesis-related
knowledge
sources.
The
Strategy
Selector
to pass
pass control
from the
the HyHyStrategy
Selector is used
used to
control from
pothesis
Manager to
to the
the Attention
Attention
Director,
since the
the
pothesis Manager
Director, since
way in
in which
attention is focused
may depend
depend on
on the
the
way
which attention
focused may
strategy
used
the list
list of
of active
active hypothestrategy
used for
for reducing
reducing
the
hypotheses.
The Attention
Attention Director
Director is concerned
concerned with
focusing
ses. The
with focusing
attention by
and
images
as well
well
attention
by presenting
presenting
and enhancing
enhancing
images as
as
suggestions
to
of what
to look
at next.
next.
as suggestions
to the
the operator
operator of
what to
look at
The User
Interface
the component
through
which
The
User Interface
is the
component through
which
the human
human operator
operator communicates
with
the teleVIA
teleVIA
the
communicates
with the

system.

Hypothesis
Manager
Hypothesis
Manager

The purpose
purpose of
of the
Hypothesis Manager
Manager is to
The
the Hypothesis
to percolate
percolate
information
through the
levels of
of the
the blackboard
via
information
through
the levels
blackboard
via
the
of
sources.
Each
the activities
activities
of the
the knowledge
knowledge
sources.
Each knowlknowledge
source has
set of
of preconditions
preconditions that
that must
edge source
has a set
must be
be
satisfied
by
information
at
particular
level of
satisfied
by information
at aa particular
level
of the
the
blackboard.
blackboard. ItIt then
then performs
performs aa transformation
transformation of
of the
the
information
at
or more
more levels.
levels. Some
Some examples
information
at one
one or
examples of
of
knowledge
sources which
are activated
activated by
by the
the type
of
knowledge
sources
which are
type of
sensor involved
involved in
the failure
in the
sensor
in the
failure are
are illustrated
illustrated in
the folfollowing tables.
tables.
lowing
K-S 11
K-S
Precondition:
]Jrecond,twn:
The
sensor involved
involved is video.
video.
The sensor
Action(s):
Action(s):
Request
from robot.
Request latest
latest image
image from
robot.
Post
image.
Post image.
Retrieve
Retrieve and
and post
post video
video hypotheses.
hypotheses.
K-S
K-S 22
Precondition:
]Jrecond,twn:
The sensor
The
sensor involved
involved isis infra-red.
infra-red.

Action(
Action(s):sJ,:
Request latest
from robot.
Request
latest image
image from
robot.
Post image.
image.
Post
Retrieve
post infra-red
infra-red hypotheses.
Retrieve and
and post
hypotheses.
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Figure 4:
4: Overview
TeleVIA.
Figure
Overview of
of TeleVIA.
K-S
K-S 33
Precondition:
Precondztwn:
The
infra-red
and image
The sensor
sensor involved
involved is infra-red
and
image isis
posted.
posted.
Action(s):
Action(s):
Retrieve model
from current
current context.
context.
Retrieve
model from
if
model = available
then
if model
available then
invoke model-false-color
invoke
model-false-color enhancement
enhancement
else invoke
invoke generic-false-color
enhancement.
else
generic-false-color
enhancement.
Post
image.
Post image.

=

Strategy
Selector
Strategy
Selector
This module
is invoked
by the
the Hypothesis
Hypothesis Manager
Mana~er
This
module
is
invoked
by
when aa knowledge
knowledge source
source needs
further informatl_on
informatiOn
when
needs further
before proceeding.
It
the current
current blackboard
before
proceeding.
It examines
examines the
blackboard
in
order to
to determine
an appropriate
appropriate
configuration
configuration
in order
determine
an
strategy for
for the
next step
the problem-solving
problem-solving prostrategy
the next
step in
in the
process.
A High
High Level
Plan is then
then generated
generated to
to carry
cess. A
Level Plan
carry out
out
the selected
selected strategy,
and
is passed
passed to
to the
the Attention
Attention
the
strategy,
and is
Director
for
refinement
and
Director
for refinement
and execution.
execution.
Attention
Director
Attention Director

The Attention
Director module
Level
The
Attention
Director
module takes
takes the
the High
High Level
Plan produced
produced
by
Strategy
Selector,
and
Plan
by the
the Strategy
Selector,
and conconstructs
an Attention
Plan that
detailed
instructs an
Attention Plan
that contains
contains detailed
instructions for
focusing attention.
The
steps of
the
structions
for focusing
attention.
The steps
of the
Plan are
are based
based on
the particular
particular type
type of
Attention
Attention
Plan
on the
of
evidence
needed
to fulfill
of the
evidence that
that isis needed
to
fulfill the
the mandate
mandate of
the
Strategy
Selector.
These steps
steps are
with imStrategy
Selector.
These
are expanded
expanded with
image enhancement
procedures
where
appropriate,
and
age
enhancement procedures
where appropriate,
and
are
Control is then
then passed
are executed.
executed.
Control
passed to
to the
the operator
operator
for feedback.
feedback.
In
this way,
for
In this
way, the
the system
system presents
presents inforinformation,
makes suggestions,
suggestions, and
enhances the
mation, makes
and enhances
the image(s)
image(s)
in
to influence
influence the
of
in such
such aa way
way as
as to
the direction
direction
of the
the opoperator's
problem-solving.
erator's
problem-solving.

User
Interface
User Interface

The User
is divided
into
two parts:
parts: the
The
User Interface
Interface
is
divided
into two
the
Logical User
User View,
View, which
which controls
controls
how
of the
the
Logical
how much
much of
blackboard
the user.
user, and
the Presentation
blackboard isis visible
visible to
to the
and the
Presentation
Manager, which
the fo'rm
interface as
as
Manager,
which controls
controls the
form of
of the
the interface
it is
is presented
presented to
to the
The
User View
it
the user.
user.
The Logical
Logical User
View
component
the user
system to
to
component of
of the
user interface
interface allows
allows the
the system
be adapted
for various
various purposes
purposes without
without compromiscompromisbe
adapted
for
ing its
its basic
basic problem-solving
problem-solving approach.
approach. For
ing
For example,
example,
when
the operator
operator
is simply
monitoring
the
when the
simply monitoring
the robot,
robot,
and performing
configuration,
the panels
and
performing interactive
interactive configuration,
the
panels
involved
in exception
exception
handling
from
involved in
handling should
should be
be hidden
hidden from
view. There
may also
certain
amount
of data
data
view.
There may
also be
be aa certain
amount of
posted to
to the
blackboard, which
which is
utilized by
by teleVIA
teleVIA
posted
the blackboard,
is utilized
in
hypothesis
management,
which should
in its
its hypothesis
management, but
but which
should not
not
necessarily
be visible
the other
other
necessarily
be
visible to
to the
the operator.
operator. On
On the
hand, the
the Presentation
Presentation Manager
Manager provides
provides the
actual
hand,
the actual
human-machine interface
interface of
of the
the system
dishuman-machine
system through
through
aa displayed representation
of the
the Logical
User View.
View. This
This
played
representation
of
Logical User
may
take a number
number of
including menus,
menus, icons,
icons,
may take
of forms
forms including
graphics, and/or
direct manipulation
windows, and
and
graphics,
and/or
direct
manipulation
windows,
may even
extend
to audio
audio as
visual mechamechamay
even extend
to
as well
well as
as visual
nisms.
nisms.
Experiments
Experiments
The
here use
data for
for scene
scene
The experiments
experiments described
described here
use data
recognition
which
collected from
two sources.
sources.
Scerecognition
which was
was collected
from two
Scenarios
are based
on sensor
sensor observaobservanarios 1, 2, 33 and
and 5 are
based on
tions collected
collected from
from the
the Denning
Denning
DRV mobile
robot,
tions
DRV
mobile robot,
George,
the Georgia
Georgia Institute
Institute of
of Technology.
SceGeorge, at
at the
Technology.
Scenario 44 is based
based on
on sensor
sensor data
from Clementine,
Clementine,
the
nario
data from
the
Colorado School
School of
of Mines'
Mines' Denning
Denning MRV-3
mobile
Colorado
MRV-3 mobile
robot.
It should
should be
of the
data has
has
robot. It
be noted
noted that
that some
some of
the data
been
used in
been used
in previous
previous experiments.
experiments. The
The exception
exception
handling activities
activities at
the remote
remote in
the experiments
experiments
handling
at the
in the
described in
in this
paper differ
differ from
work
described
this paper
from previous
previous
work [3]
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of the more rigorous
rigorous system
because they make use of
[1].
developed in [l].
true
Five different types of sensors (an Inframetrics true
HiB
infrared camera, a black and white video camera, a Hi8
ultrasonics) proprocolor camcorder, a UV camera and ultrasonics)
vided observations from George. Clementine supplied
data sets from three sensors (a black and white video
camera,
camera, a color camcorder, and ultrasonics). Both
robots simulated security guards, where the task was
of a clutto determine whether a student desk area of
tered room had changed since the last visit. In the
following scenarios the focus is on the activities of
of the
teleVIA system in response to the request for help
from the remote system.
Scenario
Scenario 1
In the first experiment,
experiment, the robot collected data for
ofthe
the desk scene while facing a different part of
the room.
This resulted in a "high
conflict" type of state failure
“high conflict”
during fusion.
fusion. The robot then generated a hypothesis
of sensor malfunction,
malfunction, and attempted to run diagnostics
tics on the two
two conflicting sensors.
sensors. These diagnostics,
however,
however, showed that both sensors were working correctly, and at this point, the robot could not proceed
further,
further, and signalled for assistance.
At this point,
point, the robot posts a request to the interactive exception handling panel of the blackboard,
indicating
indicating the type
type of failure
failure it has encountered, and
including the beliefs which led to this failed fusion. In
the
the initial
initial version of teleVIA, the images leading to
this
this conflict are
are also
also transmitted.
transmitted. The first knowledge
source
source of teleVIA is
is activated with the precondition
that aa video camera is
is involved in the failure.
failure. This
causes
causes the
the video image to
to be displayed first,
first, together
with aa list of preliminary hypotheses of what could be
the
incliIde: wrong
the problem. Examples of hypotheses include:
input,
input, sensor
sensor malfunction, sensor occlusion, sensor
hardware
hardware error
error (missing
(missing data,
data, self-diagnostic error),
error),
multiple
multiple sensor
sensor errors
errors and
and electromagnetic interference.
ence. Since
Since the
the purpose
purpose of the
the system is
is to
to provide asassistance
sistance as
as quickly
quickly as
as possible,
possible, an
an assumption is
is made
that,
that, if
if applicable,
applicable, images
images which
which are
are most easily perceived
ceived by
by humans
humans (e.g.,
(e.g., video
video images versus thermal
images)
images) are
are given
given priority. Thus,
Thus, if by
by looking at the
the
video
video image,
image, the
the operator
operator can
can immediately
immediately ascertain
what
what the
the problem
problem isis and
and resolve
resolve it,
it, then
then this
this most efeffective
fective solution
solution to
to the
the problem should
should be
be supported.
supported.
Once
Once the
the operator
operator selects
selects the
the probable diagnosis,
diagnosis, aa list
of repair
repair possibilities
possibilities may
may be
be posted to
to the
the interactive
of
configuration panel
panel for
for implementation.
implementation.
configuration
Scenario
Scenario 22
In the
the second
second experiment,
experiment, the
the lens
lens of
of the
the camera
camera
In
was covered
covered in
in opaque
opaque plastic
plastic to
to simulate
simulate aa sensor
sensor
was
malfunction due
due to
to external
external factors
factors such
such as
as dirt
dirt on
on
malfunction
the lens,
lens, for
for example.
example. In
In this
this case,
case, the
the fusion
fusion process
process
the
resulted in
“below minimum"
minimum” type
type of
of failure,
failure, and,
and,
in aa "below
resulted
as aa result,
result, the
the exception
exception handling
handling mechanism
mechanism genergeneras
ated aa first
first hypothesis
hypothesis of
of "inadequate
“inadequate sensing
sensing plan".
plan”.
ated
A backup
backup plan
plan was
was then
then implemented,
implemented, and
and sensor
sensor data
data
A
wasreaquired
reaquired accordingly.
accordingly, The
Thenew
new plan
plan added
added aa color
color
was
fusion
camera to
to the
the sensing
sensing suite,
suite, and
and subsequently
subsequently aa fusion
camera
failureof
of "high
“highconflict"
conflict” was
was encountered
encountered between
between the
the
failure
As in
in
black and
and white
white camera
camera and
and the
the color
color camera.
camera. As
black
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2.
Figure 5: Example Image for Scenario 2.

the previous experiment, teleSFX then generated
generated the
the
hypothesis of
of sensor malfunction, performed
performed diagnostics which denied this hypothesis, and then called for
assistance.
o the
of the failures are posted tto
In this case, both of
blackboard, together with the beliefs generated
generated for
each attempt. Once again, the primary
primary troubled
troubled sensor is the black and white camera, and the image
generated is shown in Figure 5. In this case, however, since the second attempt introduced the conever,
flicting image from the color camera, both the black
and white, and the color video images are displayed by
teleVIA for the operator to examine first. In this case
as well,
well, the operator should be able to determine the
as
problem fairly quickly by simply comparing the black
and white video image with that of the color camera.
Scenario 33
In the third experiment, the lights were turned
off during data collection to simulate an unforeseen
change in environment. In this case the exception
handling mechanism of the robot arrived at a correct
conclusion of "environmental
“environmental change"
change’’ by testing the
conclusion
visible light information. However,
However, for this type of
visible
problem, operator assistance is still needed for recovery, and therefore a message is posted to the interacery,
tive configuration portion of the blackboard requesttive
ing intervention.
intervention. The
The beliefs
beliefs leading to the original
ing
state failure,
failure, together with the hypotheses generated
state
and tested by the robot,
robot, are posted to
t o the blackboard,
and
while images
images and data from
from the relevant sensors (black
black
while
and white camera,
camera, and UV sensor)
sensor) are also
also displayed.
disp ayed.
and
This enables
enables the
the operator to
to determine what type of
This
environmental change
change may have occurred.
environmental
In each
each of these
these experiments,
experiments, the primary sensor
In
involved in
in the
the problem was
was the
the black and white caminvolved
era. Since
Since these
these experiments
experiments were
were originally
ori inally designed
designed
era.
to test
test the
the autonomous
autonomous exception
exception handling
hand ing capabilities
to
of the
the teleSFX
teleSFX system,
system, the
the results, when
when extended to
of
the teleVIA
teleVIA component
component are
are somewhat
somewhat artificial.
artificial. HowHowthe
ever, they
they serve
serve the
the purpose
purpose to
to establish
establish the
the type
type of
of
ever,

I
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Figure 6:
6: Polar Plot of Ultrasonics Data.

Figure 7:
7: Equal Band False Color Enhancement.

information which must be communicated between the
remote and the local systems in even such elementary
scenarios. This
This allows
allows us to determine
determine the types
types of
knowledge sources which may be activated,
activated, the different types of hypotheses
hypotheses which may be needed,
needed, and
how to present this information effectively
effectively using the
blackboard mechanism.
mechanism.
Further experiments are
are underway which emphasize
size sensor data which is not as
as easily perceived by
the human operator,
operator, and which may require enhanceenhancement before conclusions may be drawn.
drawn. In these cases,
cases,
teleVIA
teleVIA knowledge
knowledge sources
sources are
are activated according
according to
the type of sensor(s) involved
involved in the state failure.
failure. This
This
is
is then combined with knowledge of the current context to select appropriate enhancements,
enhancements, and display
display
the information to the local operator.
operator. The following
following
scenarios were constructed using
using images
images acquired
acquired by
the robot for
for aa drill
drill press
press scene.
scene.

diagnose the failure
failure of
the operator is more likely to diagnose
an ultrasonic transducer or board, or to detect an erroneous
roneous reading.
Scenario 5
Scenario
during exception
exception hanWhen the sensor in question during
camera, enhancements are
are once
once
dling is the infra-red camera,
operator’s perception of the
again needed to assist the operator's
image. In this case,
case, the untouched
information in the image.
image is typically gray scale,
scale, and there is
true infra-red image
imoften not a great deal of discernable contrast in the image. It is common
common practise
practise to add false
false color to
to such
such an
age.
show the heat distribution.
distribution. However,
However, certain
certain
image to show
choices of
or”false
false color
coior maps still
stiii do
do not enhance
enhance the imimchoices
age, and may obscure
obscure the details even further.
further. In the
age,
drill-press example,
example, dividing the grayscale into 6 equal
equal
drill-press
yellow image,
image, due
due
bands of color leads to aa primarily yellow
to the extreme
grey scale
scale ververextreme heat of the drill press.
press. A grey
to
sion of this
this image
image is
is shown
shown in Figure
Figure 7.
7. However,
However, if the
sion
selection of false
false color
color map is
is knowledge-based,
knowledge-based,utilizselection
ing model-specific
model-specific information
information about
about the drill
drill press,
press,
ing
for example,
more appropriately
appropriately enhanced
enhanced imimexample, then aa more
for
for the operator to
to
age is
is produced,
produced, making it easier for
age
profile represented as
see the heat profile
as blue,
blue, green,
green, red,
red, yelsee
low, and white
white bands.
bands. This
This is
is illustrated in the
the grey
grey
low,
scale rendition in
in Figure
Figure 8.
8.
scale

Scenario
Scenario 44
In this
this example,
example, it is
is assumed that the ultrasonics
are
contributing primarily to
to the fusion
fusion failure.
failure. In this
this
are contributing
experiment,
24 ultrasonics transducers
transducers
experiment, one
one out
out of the
the 24
mounted in a ring
ring began to
to report widely fluctuating
fluctuating
readings. A sensing
sensin failure
failure of "highly
“highly uncertain"
uncertain” evievidence
dence was
was reported,
reportef, but the
the responsible
responsible sensor
sensor could
could
not be
be isolated,
isolated, thereby
thereby necessitating
necessitating aid
aid from
from the
the opoperator.
erator. The
The raw
raw ultrasonic
ultrasonic readings that
that come
come from
from aa
Denning
mobile robot
robot are
are just numbers,
numbers, which reprerepreDenning mobile
sent
sent measurements in
in feet.
feet. However,
However, when this
this data
data
is
as aa polar
polar plot
plot as
as in
in Figure
Figure 6,
6, itit isis much
much
is represented
represented as
easier
easier to
to notice if
if one
one or
or more
more of the
the sensors
sensors isis giving
giving
erroneous readings.
readings. This
This is
is further
further reinforced if
if the
the
erroneous
numerical
numerical data
data are
are examined
examined in
in the
the light
light of
of knowledge
knowledge
about
about the
the current
current context,
context, for
for example,
example, that
that aa room
room
(or
(or mine
mine shaft)
shaft) is
is thought
thought to
to have
have certain
certain dimensions.
dimensions.
A
A further
further enhancement
enhancement of
of the
the data
data which
which can
can aid
aid the
the
local
local operator
operator isis an
an occupancy
occupancy grid,
grid, which
which presents
presents aa
bird's
bird’s eye
eye view
view of
of what
what the
the robot
robot has
has sensed
sensed so
so far.
far.
The
The robot
robot builds
builds up
up this
this grid
grid or
or map
map as
as itit processes
processes
ultrasonics
ultrasonics data.
data. With
With both
both of
of these
these types
types of
of displays,
displays,

-

---

Future Work
Work
Future
Current work
work is
is concentrating
concentrating on
on constructing
constructing exexCurrent
periments in
in real-time where
where an
an operator
operator at
at Clark
Clark AtAtperiments
lanta will
will interact
interact with
with the
the remote
remote robot
robot (Clementine)
(Clementine)
lanta
at Colorado
Colorado School
School of Mines.
Mines. An
An important
important issue
issue
at
which has
has not been addressed
addressed in
in this
this work
work so
so far
far isis
which
of learning.
learning. The
The robot
robot will
will typically
typically be
be workworkthat of
ing in
in hazardous
hazardous and/or
and/or remote
remote environments
environments about
about
ing
which little
little may
may be
be known,
known, and
and therefore
therefore itit isis difficult
difficult
which
to anticipate
anticipate the
the types
types of
of problems
problems which
which may
may arise.
arise.
to
Not only
only would
would itit be
be desirable
desirable to
to increase
increase the
the autonautonNot
omy of
of the
the individual
individual robot
robot wherever
wherever possible,
possible, but
but the
the
omy
knowledge gained
gained from
from solving
solving these
these problems
problems could
could
knowledge
be disseminated
disseminated to
to other
other robots
robots in
in the
the field.
field. FurtherFurtherbe
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ation of
of the system.
The advantages of
of this type of
of tele-assistance
tele-assistance fall
into three categories. First, it is practical. It reduces
the need for direct human supervision and communications by having the remote monitor itself
itself for failures.
Second,
Second, it increases efficiency by freeing the operator to supervise multiple remotes, reducing cognitive
overload by controlling the presentation and enhancement of
of sensory data from the remote, and aiding the
problem-solving
problem-solving process through hypothesis management and expert guidance. Three, the approach supports the incremental addition of
of artificial intelligence
as more progress is made in learning and planning.
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